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Colored p a r t i c l e Green f u n c t i o n s i n vacuum background
random f i e l d 3 are w r i t t e n аз path i n t e g r a l s . Averaging over
random f i e l d s i s done using the c l u s t e r (cumulant)expansi on .
The

e x i s t e n c e of a f i n i t e c o r r e l a t i o n l e n g t h for vacuum back-

ground f i e l d s i s shown to produce the l i n e a r confinement, in
agreement with t h e r e s u l t s , obtained with t h e h e l p of

averaged

Hamiltoniana. A modified form of c l u s t e r expansion for nocabeHan

f i e l d s i s introduced using the p a t h - o r d e r e d cumulants.
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1. Introduction
A sew confining mechanism has been suggested recently
[i-4J, which is due to strong random vacuum gluonic fields. As
was discussed in |1 - 3j • those vacuum background fields confine any colored object, a quark or a gluon, and moreover in .
the white system between colored constituents there occurs a
linear potential tven before perturbative gluon exchanges are
taken into account [2, 3I. For a quark and an antiquark in
nonabelian vacuum fields one has to introduce a local white
q^ state, referred e.g. to their center of ease; it is this
state that propagates in the vacuum, while the colored (octet)
state does not propagate £.3J •
In [i-3^ a simple method of averaging the Hamiltonian
over random vacuum field configuration was used, and in this
way equations for averaged Green functions hare been obtained,
containing the averaged Hamiltonian. It has been implied in
^1 - 3j » but not explained» that the averaging of the Hamiltonian is a first step of a more systematic procedure.
This procedure has besn used in £*3 *° derive a linear confining potential between heavy quark and antiquark in a ran-
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dom Euclidean colorelectric field and is well known in the
theory of random processes and the theory of aolids as the
cluster or the cumulant expansion [ 5 ] •
The essential assumptions about the character of vacuum
background fields in fi - 3^ and [4] are the same, as well
as the conclusion about the existence of a linear confining
potential for heavy quarks.
The euristic arguments in [_1 - 3} concern the confinement of any colored objects, quarks or gluons, and use the
properties of averaged Hamiltonians. The present paper treats
the same subject, i.e. the behaviour of colored objects in
an external random field, but v/e use here a different method the Green functions are written in the form of a path integral and the cumulant expansion is used to average over random background field ccnfigurations. In this way we formulate
a general systematic expansion to obtain effective Lagrangians of colored particles in a random background field.
Using the cluster (cumulant) expansion те confirm in Section 2 the results of

\j^\ on confinement of a nonrelati-

vistic charge in a stochastic£in space)magnetic field. We
also show, that talcing into account higher cumulants does
not change qualitatively the behaviour of Green functions.
V/e discuss the parameter of the cumulant expansion and show
that it converges for

Bd^^L 1 f where

lue of the field strength, and
length.

d

В

is an average va-

is a correlation

In Section 3 we discuss the quark arid cluon Green
functions. To this end we use the proper-time repreuentation, which enables one to write the Green function пз
a path integral and then to average over random fields
using the cluster expansion.
For some ригрозея, е.д. to calculate an average of
the IVilson loop, one must use the cluster expansion of a
path-ordered exponential of the nonabelian field,

The ordinary cumulants
purpose, since they

I 5]

are not convenient fur this

involve complicated expressions,

and they should be replaced by the"path-ordered cumulauta",
introduced in Section 4 . The contribution of bilocal pathordered cumulanta is written here explicitly. Those
cumulants have been exploited in a common paper by H.G.Dosch
and the author to deduce the area lav/ of the V/ilson loop
(to be publi shed).
Section 5

is devoted to the behaviour of external

currents in random background fiels. As an illustration
we deduce here a linear potential between heavy quarks in
analogy with the result of [_4l •
In Conclusions main results and prospectives of the
method are summarized.
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2. Propagation of a nonrelatjvistic charged particle in a stochastic background field
We consider in this Section a charged nonrelativistic particle in the external magnetic field

Ai*(x). The time-depen-

dent Green function in the Euclidean space can be written as a
functional integral

with
(2)

A/t;;* ^ - ^ 4 - ^ * ^

(3)

and

id* 7 =r
The integral (1) is over all trajectories with x(. ZT=O)=O;

Note, that the electromagnetic field A^enters the functional integral (1) only through the phase integral along a trajectory (nonlinear, in general)

у

j
Before doing any averaging over the field A

, one must separate

the gauge dependent factor, namely the phase factor ^|j<r)over
some fixed, e.g. linear, trajectory out of the Green function

Gr tt' °' T/Ap) -

<g (ХлO) / (XJ OJ Tlfy)

The remaining part, f, is gauge invariant»

(6)

5
An equivalent way is to use the so-called coordinate (PockSchwinger) gauge

x А^(х)*О, in which case automatically the

phase factor over the linear trajectory

Тс (х,о)=1. I K thin

gauge one can write

/L (л)

'fa ' M < v *•* — ./ •"'*' ч *=u 'u- itJ i

JC ex/us 4 (7 )

Astume now, that the external fielu A i i ) is a stochastic
variable, i.e. А„(х) belongs to an ensemble of fields, with the
probability measure dtu(A). This situation is generic

in the

field-theory case, where one should integrate eventually the
Green function found in a given e.m. field over all fields Au.
with a prescribed measure. Here we shall not specify the intecration measure du.(A) and consider the averaged Green function

5 /ф(А) Grfao, rlArU

In (8 ) «• have used the property that

( 9)
The surface Д (z) in (8 ) is formed by the straight lines from
the origin to all points of the given trajectory.
The averaging in (8 ) can Ъе done using the cluster expansion £5 J valid for any stochastic function _£ (s)s
00

о

»*<m o

where the usual average (with

о

d^u(A) ) i s denoted with single

brackets, while the so-called cumulantg
«ire defined as follows.

(10)

1

.

1

(11)
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Applying (10) to our Green function (8 ) we obtain

-о
where

Assume now that the statistical ensemble of fields respects
Euclidean
dean

0(4) and translationai inv
invariance, then all cumu-

d
lants depend on relative distances end

fa~
It is natural to assume furthermore that

j^(z) and all higher-

order cumulants decrease fast enough, so that all integrals in
(13) converge. If the characteristic distance (correlation
length) for the cumulants is denoted by

d

(so that e.g.

0

~J) (z)~ expC-/-!/ *) ) and the average field strength is denoted
Ъу Ъу О ? (o)j>л- 3 % then the expansion (13) is in powers of Bd.
*)
The second tern in (15) has been suggested to the author by
M.B.Voloshin. In what follows only the contribution of D(z) is
retained, 3ince the effect of Dy (z) is the same. The Bianchi
identity connects D(z) and

Dy(z) in such a way that confine-

ment occurs only for nonabelian fields and abelian fields with
monopole charges (for details see the aforementioned paper by
H.G.Dosch and the author).
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One may expect a good convergence of this expansion for Bd -6-1
due to fast decreasing numerical coefficients in (13), but the
situation in general may depend on the details of the stochastic
ensemble.
Let us take the first nonzero term of the expansion (IT) and
study the properties of the resulting Green function which has
the form

T_
v

ДА

Our next aim is to calculate the functional integral (16)
and to this end we rewrite the exponent in (16) U3ing (15) in
the form

rn

^.-j-

(I

(17)
where we have defined

We are interested in the large-distance behaviour of the Green
function and for that purpose we need the properties of
^Wi%)

a* large

xt*f . For 2) (?) which falls off at large

jyj faster than jyf , we find

•

(20)

where d is the correlation length in

2) (y). From (19)-(2O) we

conclude that the main contribution in the integral ('?) in the
asymptotics /'A}-><»', IT-* *
ftJx(t"), that is from

is from the region where x(t')^/

Т'ЙГТ".

To actually perform fxmctional integral we split the time
interval
We

L°»^l into N pieces of length £

each and use (4).

also introduce new variables

t' IK)
K) s

/uf)

p.(nL)>

^o >

S

Л^

C2D

Inserting the unity in (16)

(
and having in mind that^r=J^, t*i)=£ (Xp (*) - Xf. (*-*$ » e
obtain the integral

h/

(23)

Л/

й. А/

Z ZZ

H,b'-i- т=1 m'=i

.
/L

when

& — О
K

У^]it t>

(24)

Л'

one can easily perfowc integration over
in (23)

to obtain the standard result Jor the

free Green function
k/

a oiT)- (£f) xe^(- *£j
In case of confining potentials of the type

C25,

yi-^J^/^f

one can also rather easily calculate the Green function by
the method, described in Appendix, asouraing

jXf

>> A? 7 *

We obtain

os rlv)
Note, that in this way we Qet the dominant term in the asymptotics - the exponential, and not a preexponential factor.
The method is applied in Appendix also to the case, when
Q qt(?

,

as in (24).

70
In the

tain

( X>T-*°°,

general саээ (24) we ob-

*

) &
26)

<Gr
The last term in the exponent (26) can be associated with on
equivalent potential contribution to the action,
which gives linear confining potential

S-j
0

•yjx) = еЧ IXI« ft*)»
Another way to visualize confinement is

to compute from

(26) the Green function in the energy representation, which can
be done by the steepest descent method, yielding

£ £ (Ко) ~
which signals again the presence of a linear confining potential. This behaviour asrees with that obtained by averaging the
Hamiltonian in Section 1 and in [zj.
Consider пои the contribution of higher-order correlators
in

iZ~* , Eq. (13)» Asuuming that all cumulants decrease fast

enough in all relati\e

distances, e.g.

Л
with

0>4» one can easily see, that every additional integra-

tion over d6"(yn) in (13) is effectively damped by the fall-off
of the cumulant (29) in the variable'y

and the integral (13)

reduces to the double integralflAS~ty)dGtki)СCtf ~3i)
already considered above. Therefore all cumulants effectively
contribute to the linear confining potential, if the series

,

(13) converges, and the parameter of expansion is, as discussed
above, Bd .
3. Relativistic quarks and gluons in the vacuum background
field
Por a relativistic scalar particle in the external field
the Green function satisfies an equation

Following the method of Schwinger
time representation of

У

£7J we consider the proper-

:

- Jcfs e~

(31)

о
and for the integrand we use the functional representation (4),
where now

&t* is a 4-vector and the time T" is replaced by the

proper time S. All formulas Eqs.(1-28) are valid in this relativistic case, but (26) is trivially changed into

f £r(X О ' s)^^ fy-k I— 7 ? — £"/ Л/S ~~ У(32)
Finally the integral (31) again computed by the steepest descent
method yields
—

^

^

{ 3 3 )

The large-Jx| behaviour (33) displays the linear confinement of
a relativistic particle in a stochastic external field.
The gluon Green function in the background vacuum field
D ^(x,y) and the quark Green function S(x,y) can be treated
on the sane footing i± one introduces instead of S the quadratic (in D^,) operator, namely £i, 7 J

12

\

then we can write
!

>

(35)

where
(37)

We can now uae the proper-time representation for (31) tor the
Green functions G^and IL/ and repeat all that was told above
about relativiatic Green functions with the final result (33)*
The only difference for nonabelian fields is that the phase in.
tegral {5 ) should be treated as a F-ordered exponential. The
expression ( 7 ) in the Fock-Schwinger gauge is valid also for
the nonabelian case. In the next Section we show, that with
some modifications the cluster expansion of the type of (10)
exi rts for the most general case, when J? (s) are noneommuting
matrices. Hence we conclude , that the existence of a finite
correlation length in the correlators (cumulants) (13 ) leads
to the confinement of quarks and gluons. At this point it is
important to stress that the gluon confinement actually requires the full gauge invariant correlator

C/^MPe^/V*^)'}.'*'^ -

<Tz fajf) to decrease

faster than an exponent, i.e. fj ] G 2 (x,y)^ exp(-/x^2j

),o<>1.

Here P-y/ includes both vacuum background and gluonic fields.

г
Sine* the latter cannot b# e»p«rst*d ttnaabigiotwly, we require
that the correlator Gg(x,y) for тасшш background field* alone
should fall off like expf '*y№

). As we have seen above in

this Section, thie property eneurea that in this case both
Green functions (35), (36) will have the same type of fall-off,
hence the full G-(x,y) for both background fields and gluons
decreases the ваше way and the resulting picture of confinement
is internally consistent.
•• ?he cumulant expansion for nonabelian fields
In case of nonabelian fields the cumulant expansion (10)
should be written for the F-ordered exponent, instead of the
ordinary exponent on the l.h.e. of (10); the generic expression
for the integral of a matrix-valued stochastic function A(s)
can be written in two different forms

09)

i
where the symbol P places factors A(s ) in the order of decreasing argument s^ •••& from left to right.
Taking an average over stochastic distribution of Ati>) in
both sides of (39-40) one could introduce the usual cuinulants
(11) also in our case of noncommuting variables, as is discussed 1л (_5J. The answer suggested in ([5], Sqs.(12.2) and (12.3))
is essentially the same as before, Eq.HO) with an

additional

sign of the P-ordering. On this way one encounters a difficulty

н
which caste some doubt on the direct use of the usual cumulant
expression for non-commuting variables.Namely, in the cumulants (11) there appear averages of matrices, taken from different places of the matrix product and the final sum over the
matrix indices in the product (40) is highly complicated. In
some simple cases, like SU(2) matrices, one can easily check,
that after averaging one does not recover simple exponential
form, as in C O ) ,

jn

a

similar situation this difficulty has appeared in the Wilson
loop calculation in |_в] .
We show below that the very nature of the P-ordered exponent (36) suggests another definition of cumulants, which easily solves the difficulty and under additional assumptions (d-*o)
brings back the same simple expression for the two-point cumulant contribution,

А(а1)А(8р)

, as in C O ) ,

To define new, or path-ordered cumulants, we first remember, that the main purpose of introducing the cumulants
is to obtain the objects which decrease fast enough whenever
any relative distance inside a cumulant tends to infinity. The
definition (11) satisfies this property for any splitting into
clusters, including e.g. for triple cumulants

<"123^ —*

->03> <2> + < 1 2 > < 3 > + <'O<'23> . However, the ordering in (39)
prescribes that splitting is possible within a given order
s1">s > ,.>e , so that e.g. < 4 2 3 > cannot be split into ^ З ^
a n d ^ 2 > . Therefore we propose the following definition of cumulants in the case of the path-ordered exponents:
((2))
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<123> =((123))+((12)) ((3))+((1)) ((23))+((1))« 2)){(3)) (41)
Higher terms (I2...n^ contain all splittings on the r.h.s.
respecting the ordering of the symbol 12««.n. Note, that the
first two path-ordered cumulants ((1)) and ((12)) in (41) coincide with usual cumulanta (10). Now assume, that ((1))=o and
we are interested only in the contribution of the pair correlators,

^ )) » ¥ 1а±,

8j

)

(42)

then (39) has the form

(43)

О

О

In the most interesting casesifrp,,^) is a commuting matrix,
i.e. it is diagonal or proportional to a constant matrix. We
shall also be interested in the case, when i ^ s ^ is a fast decreasing function of its argument,

У&'*) < jsj"

jT>0

3

for js|>>d. Then the effective region of integration consists
of S double integrals
|в5-„1" я к/*^d " ^ o n e c a n
form

// d^t. dSK jf (^^,,SK ) with
' t e t l i e r.h.e. of (43) in the

rewri

t
st)

,
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where dots stand for the omitted contribution of triple and
higher order correlators.
Note that (44) coincides with the double correlator contribution in (10), but the form (44) is correct only for fast
decreasing and commuting U^f^S) as discussed above.

5. Quark external currents in the vacuum background fields
In this Section we consider the grand partition function
2 for the quarks, gluons and external currents in the vacuum
fields A^. , treating the latter as a stochastic ensemble of
strong (of the order 0(1/g) ) fields.
First we disregard the influence of light quarks and gluons, since they contribute only to ths order 0(g°), and calculate Z for external currents (e.g. heavy quarks) in the vacuum
fields

A*, . V/e absorb ghO3t and gauge-fixing terms into the

stochastic теазиге

du (A) and write Z as

2 - J)
The expression in the exponent v/ithput quark kinetic energy terroo is not gauge invariant even for a covariant conserving
current

J K , ( X ) , but for our purpose of qualitative understan-

ding we can keep it as it is.
J

should be understood as a sum of a heavy quark and an-

txquark currents which are nonzero along their trajectories.
Since Tr(J- Kp. } is a commuting variable, we can use the usual
cumulant expanaion (fO)j keeping only two-point correlators r/e
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nave

^»~-7*.',J

Г' '

т

"

'

v

' "

' ' ' <f

(46

It is convenient to use the modified coordinate gauge
for A-. (x) with the center at the point x
г
later:
f
0

'
Г

to be specified

*o
С

I

1

0
For the correlator of А ^ ( х ) , Ay (у) we obtain

(48)
The expression (43) ie not gauge invariant, unless xQ lies on
the straight line, connecting x and y, so that additional factors

U9>
when inserted in (45) to make it gauge Invariant, are equal to
unity. This situation is realized for fixed sources (heavy
quark and an ti quark) at

К" ?

and

-T

(50)
and x o can be chosen at the center of mass x Q « (О.ТГ). Now one
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can introduce a gauge invariant correlator

Having in mind that

*P (z,z')« т7(ss1 ,z) • 1 on the lines

connecting W , -r and x.o, and with the halp of the relation

we can express the correlator entering (45) as follows

Ueing (50) one obtains in the exponent of (46) a sum of combi-

nations

q* (i)^(j) <C A4(x,,X*)As (xjX^)^ . This sum can

be further simplified in the case of the total zero chrge, Q *
•(q a +q a )(q a +q a )«O. Eq.(46) can be rewritten in the form

O

0

Assuming that jfr (z) f a l l s off at large /z/ faster than /z/
we can integrate ^(z-z*)

,

orer relative time and distance
L

= J Cf

(55)

where d is the correlation length and С - some dimenlionlcss
constant. Now we expect to have in the exponent of (48) or (5?)
the effective action, or exp(-V(R)T), where V(R) is a potential
between the external quark and

antiquark separated by the

distance R»2r . At large R we obtain from (54), (52) and (55)

A-I, f%)

fa

(56)

1Z
which coincides witu the result of

6. Conclusions
We have studied in the present paper the cluster expansion in the framework of the path integral method and have
applied it to the problem of charged (colored)-particle propagation in background stochastic fields. To use the cluster
expansion method in the general case of nonabelian fields, one
must introduce the path-ordered cumulants, as it was done in
Section 4.
Comparing the results for averaged Green functions, calculated here via the path integrals and earlier with the help
of averaged Hamiltonians [2-3]* one concludes that the latter
method (for quadratic in

A**. Hamiltonians) reproduces the

first nonzero cumulant contribution, containing bilocal cumulants. In this approximation results of the present paper and
earlier results \2 - 3J agree.

We also show here, that higher

terms of the cumulant (cluster) expansion do not change the
qualitative conclusion about the confinement of charges in the
stochastic background fields with a finite correlation length.
Due.to this mechanism quarks and gluons are confined in the
vacuum, if the correlators of vacuum gluonic fields fall off
fast enough at large distances, and. we argue that they should
decrease faster than an experimental exponential of the dis-
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tance.
It is likely

that the confinement mechanism described

above iв only the first stage in the overall picture of confinement, since the nonpropagation of gluons gives rise (due
to the Gauss theorem) to the formation of tubes of color
fields between a quark and an antiquark and in this way amplifies the confining force due to background fields, We remind
the reader, that up to now we hare neglected all gluonic fields
except for vacuum background, and we must take the quark fields
into account in the next order in g(F).
In our approach the cumulante are

inputs and we make an

assumption about their properties. In principle, the cumulants
should be calculated in a selfconsistent system of equations,
connecting all cumulants, which must follow from the minimum
of the free energy of the vacuum. This topic will be discussed
is a subsequent publication.
The author is grateful to K.G.Boreskov, B.L.Ioffe, A.B.Kaidalor, U.I.Polikarpov, M.A.Shifman, A.I.Yainehtein and V.I.ZakliaroT for stimulating discussions and M.B.Voloshin for discussion» and useful suggestions.
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Appendix
An estimation of the path integral. (23).
The integral (23) can be rewritten in the form, where
the effective range of integration over f^ihS
is made clear:

sad

Pu.

Д/

ч1)

Using (A.1) one can rewrite

where

j£u,(h') eaaA &n,

Jv, ,

P u.

as

have finite limit as

о
£ ~9

and

are of the order of unity. Let us estimate now -Xu,
u, f*-)
f*-) for /y

•+

We first check our method on the example of the Green function

'

for potential

/

Vfx)^

С /Wr

. i n this case one should

replace in (Л.1) the last exponent -in (A.1) with
repl
/
/E7
9

л. 1

^

, Taking into account that the Integra-

22
tion

отег

JLYM

l e

carried out in (A.I) indepen-

dently and hence \DL1 %J*»\> ** 2 Х Е * 7 * ^

» keePin8

dominant terms in (A.4) and in
- y (fx (*)()
ting отег
\j^%f~ ~\ d^fa » •• obtain

and integra-

(X,o) Т/Г)~

t h e

L.5>

where С is a constant of the order of tmity. for Л/~(х) ~ С
me hare

Using the steepest descent method one obtains the Green function in the energy

representation for that potential

-c X *~
therefore

u.7>

one can see that the method, using estimates (A.?)-

(A.4) produces correct results for the dominant (exponential)
term in the asymptotics of the Green function for the class
of confining potentials.
We consider now our case ot (A.I) when £

given by

As is eeen from (A.2) and (A.4) the leading contribution of
the order of

0(£.\ occurs when we substitute
. I n this

way we obtain

РЬ> 7

9* H fi
,
where the subsorlpt

1 of J(

runs отег k-t transrerse

23
•aloest while the longitudinal component of

>. It defined

AM

Integrating in (A.1) отег dp we come to the following
form of the Green function»

A/

f
idxere ve have defined

Integration отег \_£tfj yields

Furthermore
я

Л

we hare
.

f '"* -r-..
The first
(19-20) !

(A. 12)

tern of (A. 12) can lie easily calculated, using
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